History Easter Term 2020 Assessment Timetable

This is an important notice about the calendar of your modified assessments in Easter Term. It supplements general information about your assessments already circulated by the Faculty and by the University.

Please read it carefully and let us know of any queries at: dugs@hist.cam.ac.uk.

The following list gives details of the submission deadlines for your assessed work.

(Technical details of how papers will be released and how to submit your work will follow in a later notice.)

Please note that the 24-hour examinations (History Parts I and II) will be scheduled centrally by Student Registry: a draft timetable will be circulated w/c 4 May. 24-hour assessments will be scheduled to start at midday (GMT+1) and will not run into a Saturday. They will take place at some point within the standard exam period (25 May – 13 June).

History

Part I

24-hour examination for a paper taken in the first year (Papers 2-24): to be scheduled centrally (see above).

Portfolio of essays for a paper taken in the second year (Papers 2-24): submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on Monday 25 May.

Part II

Dissertation: 30 April at 3pm

Special Subject Long Essay: 14 May at 3pm

24-hour examination (Historical Argument and Practice): to be scheduled centrally (see above).

Portfolio of essays (where chosen), Specified Subjects and History of Political Thought papers: submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on Monday 25 May

Portfolio of essays, deadline for submission of second portfolio of essays (2-year Part II history finalists only): 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on Wednesday 3 June.

History and Politics (History papers)

Part IA

Portfolio of essays: submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on Monday 25 May

Part IB

NB there are two deadlines. One History paper portfolio to be submitted by each deadline:
Portfolio of essays first submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Monday 25 May**

Portfolio of essays second submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Thursday 28 May**

**Part II**

Papers 4 and 5: exam as per HSPS candidates (to be scheduled centrally; see above)

Portfolio of essays (Specified Subjects and Paper 6): submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Monday 25 May**

Portfolio of essays, deadline for submission of second portfolio of essays *(for candidates offering two History papers)*: 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Wednesday 3 June**

**History and Modern Languages (History papers)**

**Part IA**

Portfolio of essays submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Monday 25 May**

**Part IB**

NB there are two deadlines. One History portfolio paper to be submitted by each deadline:

Portfolio of essays first submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Monday 25 May** *(all students)*

Portfolio of essays second submission deadline is 4pm (16:00 BST, or GMT+1) on **Thursday 28 May** *(submission of second portfolio by those offering two History papers)*

**Borrowed papers**

Students taking borrowed papers must follow the procedures of the host Tripos of the paper. Please make sure you are aware of these procedures, via your DoS or via the relevant Faculty.